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Low-code development platforms enable companies to create

software quickly without the need for deep coding expertise. The

solutions offer base-level code, integrations, and scripts to empower

businesses to prototype, build, and scale applications without

needing to develop complex infrastructures. Even non-developers

can use these programs to build applications rapidly with customized

functionality and workflows.

Low-code development platforms are different from no-code

solutions because they permit more advanced functionality with

customized code instead of a drag-n-drop interface. However, they

are a step below fully integrated development tools because they do

not offer features to build complete apps from scratch.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.

The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

CONTENT SCORE

● Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,

success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

● Customer reference rating score

● Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on

FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

platform

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE

● Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

● Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

● Organic SEO key term rankings

● Company presence including # of press mentions

COMPANY SCORE

● Total # of employees (based on social media and public

resources)

● Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

● Glassdoor ranking

● Venture capital raised

Award Levels

MARKET LEADER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

substantial customer base & market

share. Leaders have the highest ratio of

customer success content, content

quality score, and social media presence

relative to company size.

TOP PERFORMER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

significant market presence and

resources and enough customer

reference content to validate their vision.

Top Performer's products are highly rated

by its customers but have not achieved

the customer base and scale of a Market

Leader.

RISING STAR

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that

does not have the market presence of

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

understands where the market is going

and has disruptive technology. Rising

Stars have been around long enough to

establish momentum and a minimum

amount of customer reference content

along with a growing social presence.
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* Companies listed in alphabetical order

2022 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Low-Code Development Platforms

software based on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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ABOUT APPIAN

The Appian Platform makes
building, launching, using, and
changing powerful enterprise apps
easy. Create easy-to-use, natively
mobile applications. Unify all of
your processes, data, systems, and
apps. Build once and deploy
everywhere. Be better at what
makes your organization stand
out. And do it all with one
integrated platform that requires
virtually no coding.
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Featured Testimonials

Appian’s scalability of processes is achieved by easily integrating new
developments and pre-existing libraries, which allows us to have shorter
development cycles and the possibility of reusing components.

RICARDO GONZÁLEZ
RPA DEVELOPMENT MANAGER, MICROSYSTEM

The low-code, rapid deployment, and easy-to-tweak nature of the
Appian platform has leant itself well to the requirements of
technology-savvy capital markets firms.

AIM SPECIALTY HEALTH

Unlimited bots for a fixed price is a compelling proposition by itself.
That proposition combined with Appian’s low-code automation
platform is the reason we are excited about Appian RPA.

THYSSENKRUPP

We’ve covered a lot of ground in a relatively short amount of time, and we
wouldn’t have been able to do all that without a low-code platform like
Appian.

BILL RACZYK
DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS PROCESS IMPROVEMENT, OPTIONS CLEARING CORPORATION

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT CREATIO

Creatio is the leading provider of
ONE platform to automate
industry workflows and CRM with
no-code and maximum degree of
freedom. Creatio offering includes
a no-code platform (Studio
Creatio), CRM applications
(Marketing, Sales, and Service),
industry workflows for 20 verticals
and marketplace add-ons.
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The costs from a development and new project perspective are substantially smaller because
we're starting with a base application capability. Creatio has bent over backwards to work with
us on the customization. At the end of the day, we're able to configure our outcomes.

BUTCH KNOWLTON
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT & CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, RINGLER

At DECTA, we choose our partners wisely. We chose Creatio for its advanced solutions that complimented
our business specifics. So far, everything has been fast and easy. The low-code platform is flexible; we can
solve and improve various sophisticated processes effortlessly, which in turn has increased the efficiency of
our business processes. And last but not least, we cannot forget about the great customer service that we
receive.

MARKS ANDREJEVS
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, DECTA

With Creatio’s low-code platform, it became much easier to understand where
we’re great and where we can improve, which has been paramount in this
relationship with Creatio.

JONATHAN GAINES
DIRECTOR OF INSIDE SALES, BSN SPORTS

Having a low-code CRM tool as a salesbook and a single source of data
allowed us to provide our salespeople with top-notch solutions to streamline
our sales process.

TIM RYAN
REGIONAL SALES MANAGER, HERSHEY'S ICE CREAM

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT LANSA

The leader in low-code and
modernization for IBM i and
cross-platform enterprises.
Whether it’s powering most of
Vegas’ vacation bookings, driving
one of the largest automobile
manufacturers’ supplier fulfillment
processes, or empowering a large
ice cream company to reach its
customers outside of the
store—LANSA powers the
applications behind virtually every
industry. With 8,000+ customers
worldwide, LANSA helps
enterprises modernize and
streamline application
development so they can keep
doing what they were built to do:
exceed customer expectations.
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With RAMP, we can still use the underlying business logic or code in our current database files,
yet, within the LANSA framework, we can also run the new code. So, we now have an application
that’s running new LANSA code and legacy code within the same interface.

TERRY OSBURN
CSS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER, CONTROL SYSTEMS SOFTWARE LLC

What we like best about LANSA is that you work with an easy 4GL and LANSA generates code that is
optimized for the deployment platform you choose. You are not locked into any platform. Our operations
are currently supported by iSeries, but if we started a similar operation in another country and wanted that
operation to run on NT, we don't have to redevelop. We just take another deployment option.

TOM ROSENKRANS
SENIOR PROGRAM MANAGER, DIVERSIFIED

LANSA allows us to define and enforce solid development standards and produce reliable and
modularized code. It lets us do the straightforward and repetitive tasks quickly and reliably, yet
it has the power and flexibility to handle complex and unique applications.

ROLAND DEVORE
SENIOR PROJECT LEADER, DEMCO

With LANSA we can create green-screen, Windows, XML and browser applications from
a single set of source code. Everything we write is 100-percent LANSA, so now we are
not locked into a specific platform or database.

GABRIEL SGOLOMBIS
DIRECTOR OF SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE, TERMINIX

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT MAGIC SOFTWARE

Magic Software Enterprises
(NASDAQ and TASE: MGIC) is a
global provider of powerful and
versatile end-to-end integration
and application development
platforms. With over 30 years of
experience, 24 regional offices,
millions of installations worldwide,
and strategic alliances with global
IT leaders, Magic enables its
customers to seamlessly adopt
new technologies and maximize
business opportunities. Magic
collaborates closely with its
customers and thousands of
business partners in 50 countries
to accelerate their business
performance.
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The best thing about the Magic Software products is that, along with the short
time-to-market due to the speed of development, when migrating to new
versions you also automatically get new functionality.

GEERT CELIE
ICT MANAGER, ADD

The ability to seamlessly integrate with our back-office systems in a secure and
user-friendly manner was also important considerations in our choice.

TONY SIMPSON
IT MANAGER, BKB GRAINCO

Magic gives us confidence in our ability to deploy our systems with any new OS version. As a
company that aims to respond to the needs of our customers, we look to further broaden our
offering by using Magic’s business integration platform to integrate our solutions with email
and Web-based systems.

HIROSHI TSUCHIY
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, INNET CO.

Magic xpi provides us with a wide range of functions and an attractive licensing model. With Magic’s
low-code approach and the tools provided, we can now connect different IT systems and accelerate
processes faster than ever before. The Magic logic is simple and intuitive to use, completely eliminating the
need for tedious learning of new codes. This frees up valuable time which is used for new digitization
projects.

INGO GERBER
SENIOR SYSTEM ENGINEER AND RESPONSIBLE PROJECT MANAGER, JANOSCHKA

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT MENDIX

The Mendix App Platform enables
companies to quickly build web
and mobile apps, integrate them
seamlessly, deploy them instantly,
manage them centrally, and
maintain them effortlessly on an
ongoing basis. When companies
need apps that solve real business
problems and generate real
returns, they now use Mendix.
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With Mendix, we were able to build a sophisticated SaaS and mobile apps in
less than six months. We built these apps from scratch – and we’re still far
ahead of our competitors.

REINDER PETERSE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, GAPPLESS

Low-code platforms like Mendix make building applications so much faster
and so much easier. I truly believe that in the future, low-code platforms will
be ubiquitous.

ELINE BIJKERK
MENDIX BUSINESS ENGINEER, BAM

Solomon Group is a tech-savvy company but none of us are coders. That didn’t stop us from
quickly learning how to build apps on the Mendix platform. With just a few months under my
belt, I’m already at a point where I’d feel comfortable teaching a class on Mendix. It’s that easy
to learn.

JONATHAN FOUCHEAUX
PARTNER, CO-FOUNDER, SOLOMON GROUP

The Mendix platform offers us speed and agility as well as a lower cost/risk
exposure versus traditional code-based application development. We can
build, deploy and manage solutions ourselves from within our business team.

JANET KEELING
GLOBAL HEAD OF ASSOCIATES CUSTOMER SERVICE, TNT BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT MICROSOFT POWER APPS

Power Apps is a service that lets
you build business apps that run in
a browser or on a phone or tablet,
and no coding experience is
required. Power Apps combines
visual drag-and-drop concepts
from PowerPoint with Excel-like
expressions for logic and working
with data. If you're new to app
building, Power Apps provides
templates and sample data that
you can use to quickly build an
app, and then you can customize
the app to better suit your needs.
With some experience and
creativity, you'll soon be
developing your own apps from
scratch. If you're a seasoned
developer, you can take advantage
of the advanced functionality and
truly innovate. If you can imagine
it, you can build it.
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You can use Power Apps to develop applications in the same way as creating
presentation materials PowerPoint. We implemented all the search and list
display functions using only standard objects.

HIROAKI TAKEDA
ASSISTANT MANAGER, NISSIN FOODS

Power Platform's low-code capabilities enable our development team to
continuously iterate and make custom configurations to our solution based
on what end users found most valuable.

DARONT CHEA
NORDIC TECH HUB PRODUCT MANAGER, ERNST & YOUNG

Microsoft technologies are built for integration. Not only do they operate
seamlessly between one another, but using low-code development allows us to
rapidly create, iterate, and deploy solutions with greater impact.

PATRICK HALE
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER AND EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, VITAS HEALTHCARE

We decided Microsoft Power Platform was the ideal choice for three reasons:
price, the speed and simplicity of low-code development, and easy accessibility
through web or dedicated app portals.

CHRIS CENTENO
VICE PRESIDENT OF IT BUSINESS RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT, MAGNA

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT OUTSYSTEMS

Thousands of customers
worldwide trust OutSystems, the
number one low-code platform for
rapid application development.
Engineers with an obsessive
attention to detail crafted every
aspect of the OutSystems platform
to help organizations build
enterprise-grade apps and
transform their business faster.
OutSystems is the only solution
that combines the power of
low-code development with
advanced mobile capabilities,
enabling visual development of
entire application portfolios that
easily integrate with existing
systems.
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We were concerned about hitting a wall with low-code. But we’ve found no limits to
what we can do with OutSystems. The ability to modify or extend code at the front-end
or back-end means we can deliver apps precisely tailored to our needs.

PIOTR JUGIEL
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF THE IT DEPARTMENT, ROSSMANN

With OutSystems low-code development platform, we can build native mobile
apps that will give us a huge competitive advantage and help us fulfil our goal
of becoming a true digital financing partner.

ERWIN KOOIMAN
IT SENIOR MANAGER, CREDIT AGRICOLE CONSUMER FINANCE

OutSystems is a fantastic business partner and the only platform we
trust to rapidly develop and iterate code.

DAVID PEPPARD
CTO, US ACUTE CARE SOLUTIONS

With Digital by Default as the direction we must move towards, we needed a low-code
application and digital integration platform that was not only fast, but also robust, scalable
and reliable. It is our job to provide the highest level of service to the public, and OutSystems
helped us deliver excellence.

NEILL CRUMP
HEAD OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND CUSTOMER SERVICES, WORCESTERSHIRE COUNTY
COUNCIL
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ABOUT PRONTOFORMS

ProntoForms is the leader in
field-first low-code application
platforms for enterprise. The
Company's solution is used to
create apps and forms to collect
and analyze field data with
smartphones and tablets – either
as a standalone solution or as a
mobile front-end to enterprise
systems of record. The Company’s
100,000+ subscribers harness the
intuitive, secure, and scalable
solution to increase productivity,
improve quality of service, and
mitigate risks. The Company is
based in Ottawa, Canada, and
trades on the TSXV under the
symbol PFM. ProntoForms is the
registered trademark of
ProntoForms Inc., a wholly-owned
subsidiary of ProntoForms
Corporation.
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ProntoForms has enabled the standardization of service across all our customers so that
everybody receives the same level of service. This allows us to be a lot more efficient in enabling
customers to be more successful and to move from a reactive to proactive, and from a
proactive to predictive maintenance model.

IAN WRIGHT
FIELD SERVICES PRODUCT MANAGER, COMPAC

ProntoForms has allowed us to create forms that can do a lot more than just replicate paper
forms in a digitalized environment. We've also been able to use the product to create a variety
of different logic and functionality features that improve accuracy and compliance.

ALEC CHEN
BUSINESS ANALYST, PG&E

The mobile solution tracks costs in real time, gives us full visibility into
each project, and helps us make better business decisions.

JEFF PEEL
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, PESADO ENERGY SERVICES

ProntoForms has taken the emphasis off of administration concerns
and put it back where it belongs - on quality control.

PAUL KAMZELSKI
DIRECTOR OF CUSTOMER SERVICE, RENTOKIL NAPC
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ABOUT QUICKBASE

Quickbase is the ultimate low-code
app development platform —
empowering both business and IT
to solve problems faster and drive
huge ROI compared to traditional
software development. More than
half of the Fortune 100 relies on
Quickbase to save time, save
money, and improve team
productivity.
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It’s not practical to go to IT with a scope document every time we need a
solution. This is where Quickbase and the low-code rapid app development
mentality has served us so well.

JOHN ROMANO
VP OF FULFILLMENT, HELM CORPORATION

In five minutes I can create a new field and start tracking something. In other
businesses, that might mean a big programming effort to change the
database.

COLT BOEHME
CEO, ISOLA HOMES

We needed a more consistent way to report on key performance indicators [KPIs] across our
services. We chose Quickbase for its value, ease of app creation and customization, long range
forecast, and technology roadmap. We felt we could count on it to grow with us as we
developed our platform.

BRUCE SQUIBB
DIRECTOR OF IFM PROGRAM MANAGEMENT, ABLE SERVICES

I see Quickbase as a tool that complements lean and continuous improvement cultures. You can use this technology to
prototype exactly what you want and help your stakeholders quickly envision what the future state could look like; and then
deploy a fully tested app on a secure platform partnering with IT governance policies. Seeing those process improvement
changes happen quickly helps build faith that continuous improvement methodologies can have a real and lasting impact
on the enterprise in a shorter timeline than with traditional practices.

ROBERT SALAJ
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE, LIGHTHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY
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ABOUT SKUID

Stock applications rarely match the
unique workflows, processes and
roles of your people, which kills
software adoption and speed of
innovation. Until now, user
experience customization has cost
far too much money and time.
Skuid provides a fundamentally
new model for creating digital
experiences with little to no code
required, combining Adaptive
Data™, Adaptive Logic™, and
Adaptive UI™ into a revolutionary
Adaptive DX™ toolkit. Thousands of
builders have used Skuid to create
custom digital experiences for
millions of users across dozens of
countries, dramatically increasing
adoption and innovation—up to 10
times faster.
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We saved thousands of lines of code. Without Skuid, we wouldn’t have
been able to do all of that work in the same time frame.

AMANDA JOSLIN
GROUP PRODUCT MANAGER, INTUIT

Before the Corrao Group began to utilize Skuid, it would take me not hours but days to weeks to months to build out
custom dashboards that met the needs of the company. Now with Skuid and no coding background, I can build different
pages and components quickly to help optimize the use of our system. I continuously hear feedback on how Skuid has
streamlined many processes for the users of our system and this is just the start.

MARLENE PARISI
SENIOR DEVELOPER, CORRAO GROUP

I really can’t speak highly enough about this app. I can say a few things, though words truly aren’t enough to describe how
life changing this app is, and I know I’ve only scratched the surface. In less than 3 hours, I was able to teach myself how to
create tab pages, adding things like row actions, logic based rules, filters, etc. Only a year ago we paid a partner thousands
of dollars to develop basically a limited version of what I just created. When my Salesforce.com Champions (our
governance committee) saw the Skuid demo, we took a chatter poll vote on whether we get it or not, and it was an
overwhelming “We needed it like yesterday!

KRYSTAL CARTER
VICE PRESIDENT OF LEGAL MANAGEMENT CONSULTING, DUFF & PHELPS

We quickly realized the value Skuid delivered towards accomplishing our
goals, without requiring a huge development team and highly skilled coders.

MATT LEEDHAM
TECHNICAL CONSULTANT, VERITAS INVESTMENTS
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ABOUT ALPHA SOFTWARE

Alpha Software Corporation, based
in Massachusetts, produces
award-winning software that
speeds mobile and web app
development and deployment for
business and IT. The core
technology includes two
components. Alpha Anywhere®, a
front-end and back-end, low-code
platform for web and specialized
mobile development and
deployment. Alpha TransForm®
turns complex paper forms and
business processes into scalable,
mobile apps in just a few hours.
Alpha Software is an InfoWorld
Technology of the Year award
winner, and scores near-perfect
reviews from customers on
crowdsourced review sites.
Customers rate Alpha Software
highly for its speed of
development, flexibility, offline
capability, rich feature set and
ability to scale predictably.
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In a .NET environment, it would have taken me six months to build
everything. With other low-code products I would have had to sacrifice
functionality. With Alpha Anywhere, I developed a fully functioning, rich
mobile and web app in just a month.

DANIEL SANTUCCI
DIVISION PRICING DIRECTOR, GOODMAN

Alpha Anywhere is ideal for building mobile apps with a common code
base so you only have to write code once and can deploy it to different
operating systems. What was built with Alpha Anywhere matched our
precise specifications, was developed quickly, and cost ten times less
than if we had developed separate native apps.

KNUT HORNE
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, WORLD MEDICAL CARD

Security is built right into Alpha Anywhere. Beyond that, Alpha Anywhere is far superior to our
previous way of doing things. For example, we can build prototypes and go into production
now far more quickly. Alpha Anywhere is constantly upgrading, providing new functions and
features, interfaces with multiple data sources (such as SAS, Siebel, and Salesforce). The agile
development process lends itself well to Alpha Anywhere. With it we can organically develop our
solutions to evolve the technology quickly based on our customers' needs, the requirements of
the market and government regulation.

DAVID WILEY
HEAD OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS & OPERATIONS, LIFESTATUS360
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ABOUT AURAQUANTIC

AuraQuantic is a no-code digital
platform designed for business
users to easily and rapidly build
unlimited processes and
applications to automate
end-to-end operations, reducing
costs and optimizing productivity.
It combines the sophistication of
iBPMS (Intelligent Business Process
Management Suite) for process
automation with integration,
innovation and intuitive design
environments for you to easily
optimize and transform business
operations. Turn your ideas into
applications with our easy-to-use
Digital Platform and accelerate
your digital transformation.
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Thanks to AuraQuantic we have managed to standardize processes, reduce
operating costs and improve customer satisfaction. AuraQuantic accelerates
time to market and helps the company achieve higher ROI in less time.

JANIA ALBORNOZ
HEAD OF PROCESSES, IBR LATAM

Thanks to the ease of interaction with the AuraQuantic low-code platform, Infotic automated its processes based on the
Management system, enabling an environment of control and influencing our collaborators through parameters defined
by the organization, generating greater empathy, which allows them to carry out their activities and interact between
processes in a more agile and secure way. With the use of the low-code platform, we have been able to achieve our goals
and objectives, streamlining efforts and eliminating errors.

ANDREA CORREA PACHECO
HEAD OF INTERNAL CONTROL AND QUALITY, INFOTIC S.A.

The transition to remote work was effortless with AuraQuantic. The tool’s
low-code features and agility empowered us to rapidly adapt to the changing
business world while ensuring efficiency and maintaining our competitive
edge.

SANTIAGO F. ESPINEL
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, ATIS KETCHUM

AuraQuantic is a versatile and useful tool that has enabled us to
improve all tactical and strategic company processes.

ELISABETH PANCHI
CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER, CERTERO
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ABOUT BETTY BLOCKS

The Citizen Development platform
Betty Blocks is all about
empowering a new generation of
developers and breaking the
boundaries of technology for
business innovation. We support
citizen developers, help
organizations innovate, and
challenge assumptions of what a
no-code platform can achieve.
Build complex enterprise-grade
applications: surprisingly easy, fast
and fun. From mobile apps to
(customer) portals to back office
management and everything in
between. The Betty Blocks
platform’s ease of use supports
every size or complexity of your
app. 100% in the cloud. 100%
no-code. 100% innovation-driven.
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On the Betty Blocks platform we developed an application with which the front
end and back end are integrated. Information from various sources is now
effectively made transparent.

VICTOR KÜPPERS
ZELF

The Speurders application ran on outdated software and was due for renewal.
Thanks to Betty Blocks, the new app is a lot faster, more user-friendly, and we
no longer have to rely on experts but can optimize the app ourselves.

KOEN VANDAELE
GROUP CIO, SPEURDERS

Sweco wants to look into the possibility of deploying the platform in other countries.
Betty Blocks is very strong in regards to customization, but we don’t want to
standardize this. We want each country to decide what applications look like.

RICHARD BRUGGINGK
IT MANAGER, SWECO GROUP

Within 5 months the application was ready to start the pilot. The no-code approach to
development has saved us a considerable amount of time and operational costs. It has allowed
us to communicate better with our customers. In addition, the platform offers us the
opportunity to structurally respond to changes within the business.

RIEN VAN ALPEN
IT MANAGER, PRÉCON
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ABOUT BIZAGI

Bizagi helps organizations to
transform into digital businesses.
Its process automation platform
connects people, applications,
devices and information to deliver
the engaging experience that
today’s customers demand. Fueled
by a community of almost 1 million
users, Bizagi powers enterprises
worldwide including Adidas, BAE
Systems, Kaiser Permanente and
Old Mutual.
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I would recommend Bizagi because it is an easy-to-use, agile transformation
tool. The low-code platform focuses on process modelling and business
requirements, rather than in technical design.

PAULA GRILO
PROJECT MANAGER, EDP

Bizagi allows us to implement more complex processes, interpreting really complex data input
structures for users, but with a low-code approach. What’s important to us is that we enable
our process analysts to work at a very high level, especially in the area of workflow
implementation. They can simply be faster with very little technology expertise.

STEFAN WENZEL
FORMER VP CENTER OF DIGITIZATION, DEUTSCHE POST DHL GROUP

One thing that I love in Bizagi is it’s low code approach, but if you need, you
can code. In some parts we have to cope with complexity and Bizagi has the
tools to cope with the complexity as well.

CARLOS SÉRGIO
PROJECT DIRECTOR, SEFAZ

Bizagi's customer service is excellent. They provide detailed, to-the-point
answers quickly, and their technical support staff is professional and
knowledgeable.

SEBASTIEN DOIDO
TECHNICAL LEADER, AIRFRANCE
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ABOUT CASPIO

Caspio is the leading cloud
platform for building custom
business applications without
coding. Embraced by business
professionals for ease of use and
trusted by IT professionals for
security, compliance, and
scalability, Caspio’s all-in-one
platform provides everything
needed to capture data, share
information and automate
business processes. The
combination of a powerful online
database, rapid application
development tools, and scalable
cloud infrastructure reduces
software development time by up
to a factor of 10. Caspio powers
more than one million applications
for businesses of all sizes in over
100 countries, ranging from global
corporations and government
agencies to universities, nonprofits
and small businesses.
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I was caught between a rock and a hard place while launching my dream
business. Caspio's low-code platform and excellent support team helped me
succeed.

JAMES BRASWELL
CEO, B&CISP, LLC

Caspio has created the ultimate database design solution, having achieved the almost
impossible. It allows us to create sophisticated applications very quickly and without
programming skills, yet is able to support complex calculations and workflow specific to our
industry.

DONAT PLENTER
CO-CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, DATAABACUS, INC.

What really appealed about Caspio is the fact that they weren’t looking for a
huge amount to undertake a project. It is a step-by-step process, where we
could start with a very modest investment and develop from there.

JOHN GORDON-REID
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CURIOSITY LEARNING

Out of the box, a lot of things are possible with Caspio. You can create the
basic forms, the lookup lists, the drop-down boxes. It also allows you to add
your own code to make things a little bit smarter, a little more robust.

FLORIS VAN DER LEEST
SENIOR SYSTEMS ANALYST, KING ABDULLAH UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
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ABOUT CLARIS

Claris grew out of a vision to make
powerful technologies available to
everyone. Staying true to their core
values has helped them thrive
during 20+ years in business as
they pursue their mission to
advance creative potential. They
delivers a suite of services that
allow problem solvers on business
teams of all sizes create, share, and
integrate custom apps to make
work better.
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We built a low-code solution from the ground up with [Claris], and as the functionality of the
custom solution grew, so did my comfort level. In fact, I felt so at ease working with [Claris] and
got so much enjoyment from developing, I decided to turn it into a career.

KRISSY FERRIS
CHIEF OF STAFF, PROOF+GEIST

Claris has been a very useful business tool over many years, dating back to
1987. It’s an agile, low-code platform that’s user-friendly and scalable,
enabling our business to grow in any direction required.

MICHAEL WILLIAMS
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, BRITISH HONEY

The [Claris] Platform was simple and affordable. I didn’t have to learn a new
coding language to build a custom app that would work seamlessly across the
iPhone, Web, Mac, and eventually Android devices.

STEPH COURDIN
ALS NEVER SURRENDER FOUNDATION

The custom [Claris] app integrates easily with Salesforce and lets us present business
data in ways that aren’t possible in Salesforce alone. And, to save money, we were able
to complete the integration without any internal or external IT resources.

DARWIN STEPHENSON
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, SALES AND ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT, INGRAM MICRO
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ABOUT KISSFLOW

People closest to a problem know
how to fix it best. So we
empowered business leaders with
Kissflow - the #1 Digital Workplace
Software, used by 10,000+
customers across 160 countries.
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Kissflow is very easy and user-friendly; users can now create processes by
themselves without the need to go through a software design process or
involve the IT department.

JUAN CARLOS CALDERÓN TAPIA
HEAD OF OPERATIONS, SERVITRON

Kissflow gives me a lot of relief! You don't have to be a programmer to
automate processes.

MOHAMMAD NIHLAWI
AL BARAA

After (implementing) Kissflow, everything is smooth. Everyone can manage their work.
People are not blaming others anymore as managers can now see how a task is
progressing, where is it stuck, or who is delaying it. Everything is fast now.

A. HASHIM
IT SPECIALIST, RAFIC A. KREIDIE

The beauty of Kissflow is how quick and easy it is to create the apps I need. It is
so user-friendly that I made exactly what I needed in 30 minutes.

OLIVER UMEHARA
IT MANAGER, SOFTBANK TELECOM CORP.
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ABOUT NETCALL

Netcall helps organisations
radically improve customer
experience through collaborative
CX. A leading provider of low-code
and customer engagement
solutions, they enable
customer-facing and IT talent to
collaborate. By taking the pain out
of big change projects, they help
businesses to dramatically improve
customer experience, while
lowering costs. They're an
industry-leading software business
on a mission to empower IT and
Change leaders to connect
customer journeys and deliver
exceptional experiences.
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Create was very intuitive to use. One of our team members, with some training and support
from Netcall, was able to quickly learn how the platform worked, allowing us to adjust
workflows, create our own automated comms and store relevant data, all in one platform. This
saved significant time and cost.

JON HORNSEY
LEAN PROGRAMME MANAGER, UK POWER NETWORKS

Our journey with low-code started because we needed to modernise the front office application suite, across the business,
and across all of our products. We invested in Liberty Create initially for our specialist mortgage division to replace manual
processes, improve workflow to drive cost efficiencies and increase consistency in process execution across the team. As an
emerging but growing business we didn’t want to raise the headcount more than necessary.

DAVID PATTERSON
HEAD OF SOLUTIONS & DELIVERY, HAMPSHIRE TRUST BANK

It has been a pleasure to work closely with the Netcall commercial and operational teams to
make our transition to cloud services aspiration a reality much sooner than we had anticipated.
They have understood the complexity of our very large combined organisation and supported
us to transition from a legacy contact centre system to a modern, robust, cost-effective cloud
service, available from anywhere, which is fit for the future.

UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS BIRMINGHAM NHS FOUNDATION TRUST

I’ve found the best things about Netcall’s low-code is how fast it is to build and that even
ambitious end-to-end projects are possible. It’s intuitive and open, we can easily access data
and connect to other systems. The forum on the Community is also fantastic.

JAMES BOVINGTON
SENIOR DIGITAL DEVELOPER, ADUR & WORTHING COUNCILS
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ABOUT ONEBLINK

OneBlink is both a developer of
software tools, and a provider of
hosted/managed services that
de-risk and accelerate the
development of custom mobile
and app style solutions. Their
growing company is in need of an
experienced and resourceful North
American Business Development
Executive to develop and
implement growth opportunities
via existing and new partner
relationships.
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By ordering from the device the information is captured on-site, in realtime. The
business has upfront visibility of all costs. It gives us better control and better
reporting. We can provide managers with a running percentage of incremental costs
on the job.

FELICITY NUTTER
GROUP BIS MANAGER, PORTER DAVIS HOMES

Now that all forms are completed fully on the mobile device, a 100% completion target has
been reached with regards to Work Health and Safety compliance. We now also have the ability
to easily track outstanding work orders with job instructions issued and received via our mobile
devices while we are still in the field.

MATT POTTER
WATER AND WASTE SYSTEMS SUPERVISOR, LISMORE CITY COUNCIL

We have been able to dramatically improve the customer service experience for booking services like clean-ups. The
feedback has been very positive from all parties involved not just the customers. There was a lot of effort put into the
development and we learned a lot from the users that has helped us to improve the App. But we won’t be stopping there -
we have got a lot of great ideas that we want to build into future versions to make the customer experience even better.

PETER FITZGERALD
GROUP MANAGER ROADS AND WASTE, CUMBERLAND CITY COUNCIL

Several processes have been completely replaced. Working directly with developers is critical in
delivering a quality product. OneBlink’s team are flexible and willing to please. Our team
appreciated how they always suggest better ways of solving the problem and future proofing
what they deliver.

DONNA AVERY
MANAGER, SYSTEMS & PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS, SAFEWORK NSW
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ABOUT PROCESSMAKER

ProcessMaker is a cost effective
and easy to use open source
business process management
(BPM) or workflow software
application. ProcessMaker is
extremely efficient, lightweight and
has one of the lowest overheads of
any workflow software in the
industry. With the additional
benefit of it being open source,
ProcessMaker Enterprise clients
can take advantage of a fully
supported, high quality BPM suite.
Customers on 5 continents,
through 17 different languages
and across a variety of industries
including manufacturing,
telecommunications, finance and
government, healthcare and
education are using ProcessMaker
workflow software.
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ProcessMaker is a very valuable workflow automation system. It not only helps in managing our
organization’s processes, but optimizes them as well. In addition, it archives uploaded and
generated documents so they are easily reached whenever we require them.

QUSSAY ALKHATEEB
CTO, EARTHLINK TELECOMMUNICATIONS

We are quite satisfied with ProcessMaker. We have tightened controls and cut back on processing time for
each registry and publication application. Finally, we can make the data specifically related to currently
registered companies available so we can draw up environmental impact studies in the housing sector.

WILLIAM ANAYA
HEAD OF UPEN MINISTRY OF HOUSING, CONSTRUCTION, AND SANITATION, PERUVIAN
MINISTRY OF HOUSING

ProcessMaker has helped us improve the efficiency of our employees. Instead of
running around to get approvals, we now have a software based process
management. It has also helped us get better control over the various processes in our
organization.

PINKESH JAIN
FINANCE MANAGER, LAKOZY TOYOTA

Thanks to ProcessMaker we have been able to automate many of our forms based, approval driven processes. The new
automated processes have helped the institution reduce the average turn-around time, eliminate transcription and math
errors with an estimated decrease of 1,200 man-hours annually. Additionally, ProcessMaker improved the administrative
staff’s negative pre-conceptions about automation and process change. We will continue to expand usage of ProcessMaker.

ELKIN URREA
WEB APPLICATION ANALYST INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES, LEHMAN COLLEGE
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ABOUT WAVEMAKER

WaveMaker is an award winning
rapid application development and
delivery platform that helps create
enterprise grade web and mobile
apps. With over 10 years of market
presence, thousands of developers
use it to create applications 67%
faster. WaveMaker is offered as an
on-premise software (WaveMaker
Enterprise) and as a SaaS platform
(WaveMaker Online).
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As a small group of developers that handles ad-hoc requests across the organization, we
needed a solution that would allow us to create solutions quickly. WaveMaker provided a
flexible solution that allows us to model, design, and create web-based solutions that pass all
security checks of our organizations' requirements quickly and efficiently.

BRIAN FINLEY
DIRECTOR, APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT, MERCY HEALTH

From simple applications to complex, mature apps, Pertamina has navigated the low-code
journey with ease using WaveMaker. The low-code platform is the best fit for our agile
methodology of development. The onboarding was seamless and our team can now work
almost independently with minimum help.

PAK RUDI WICAKSONO
ICT ASSISTANT MANAGER, PERTAMINA

Flanagan was moving its complex Oracle Forms based application to a Web based responsive Ordering System.
WaveMaker Low-Code platform provided more than what we were expecting. After evaluating multiple low-code platforms
in the market, we decided to go with WaveMaker. It just simply beat its competition through its simple yet intuitive visual
app building. The icing on the cake was WaveMaker’s adoption of open standards to build applications, which took away
all aspects of vendor lock-in. We were so delighted that we decided to license and engage their professional services for
more work. Their experts were technically savvy, picked up on a lot of things on their own, asked relevant questions, when
things were not 100% clear and accomplished quite a bit of work in one week.

JERRY BRAGA
SENIOR PROGRAMMER ANALYST, FLANAGAN

WaveMaker flat out saved my job! Using WaveMaker, I built an inventory
tracking application using 80% less code than I would have needed in MS
Access, making me much more valuable to my employer.

ROBERT MANSHACK
NEW DEVELOPMENT, IT, TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
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ABOUT AGILEPOINT

AgilePoint is a global, growth-stage,
revenue generating company
delivering disruptive technology to
accelerate emerging digital
business transformation through
enabling a future-proof application
strategy through eliminating costly
refactoring and rebuilding efforts.
Its flagship product AgilePoint NX is
the most innovative Low-Code
platform for building digital
automation apps quickly and easily
while ensuring future-proof
simplicity. AgilePoint has over
2,000 global customers, more than
a million users, and customers in
28 nations.
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Agile point provided us with a development framework to very effectively deliver a complex solution in a quick development
lifecycle. AgilePoint provides out of the box functionalities for big project overhead items including process compliance,
resilience, monitoring, security and scalability which are expensive and time consuming in traditional software
development. AgilePoint also gives us the flexibility to evolve our requirements in phases, to minimize scope burden and
manage priority based on real operational impact.

ANURAG PATHIK
HEAD OF IT AND DEVELOPMENT, REED EXHIBITIONS

Building apps on AgilePoint has allowed me to be more focused and more proficient. I can
leverage AgilePoint as the one interface to work with other key technologies. AgilePoint has
taken me from creating a few apps a year to dozens. It’s definitely achieved our goal of rapid
development.

JONATHAN FUNK
CITIZEN DEVELOPER, THE SALVATION ARMY

The solution from AgilePoint is a ‘what you see is what you get’ application, and that is positive. As a developer, you actually
build what the business will see. It is easy to model the processes with the business. Moreover, the call agents now have
much more usable knowledge at-hand. At a glance, they know, for example, exactly where in the delivery process the smart
thermostat is. All of this is possible thanks to the intelligent approach of AgilePoint.

PAUL BEUMER
TECHNICAL DEVELOPER, ENECO

AgilePoint has allowed us to modernize and streamline our existing internal processes by
replacing paper forms with electronic form-based applications. This has resulted in a
substantial improvement with customer service, employee productivity, and quality of data
collection!

CINDY XIONG
TECHNICAL BUSINESS ANALYST, CENTURY COLLEGE
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ABOUT GENEXUS

GeneXus is a Uruguayan company
that, based on in-house research,
develops state-of-the-art
proprietary technology in the fields
of database design and
maintenance, application
development and maintenance,
and, in particular, automatic
knowledge management. Founded
in 1988, the company is
headquartered in Montevideo, has
offices in the United States, Mexico
and Brazil, and is present in more
than 35 countries through its
network of distributors.
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Using technically-savvy business analysts to program in GeneXus and given the
amount of “heavy lifting” GeneXus does through code generation, we estimate that
GeneXus saves us more than 70 percent of the normal development and testing effort
experienced on other government systems development projects.

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY

GeneXus’ most valuable features are database normalization,
automatic maintenance and referential integrity control.

NIRIA MAYÉN
IT AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS GENERAL MANAGER OF FORESTRY DIVISION, SEMARNAT

Learning just one tool (GeneXus) we were able to create custom native mobile applications integrated to SAP
S/4 Hana. It generates the code for iOS, Android and Java for web automatically, following the Fiori UX
Guidelines without additional effort. And it deploys and maintains everything in SAP Cloud Platform also
automatically. We are 10 times more productive, with the same, small team.

GUSTAVO ROSSEL ODRIOZOLA
MANAGER, INVENZIS

GeneXus offers accessibility. The system may be used from tablets, mobile
phones or desktop computers. It is both multi-platform and responsive, and
enables greater capacity for responding to the market’s needs.

JOSÉ LEONARDO RODRÍGUEZ
OPERATIONS TECHNOLOGY & EFFICIENCY MANAGER, MAS SEGUROS
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ABOUT PMG

PMG platform is highly
configurable, making prototyping,
deployments, upgrades and
updates faster and easier. Each
implementation differs in scope,
but many clients have turned to
PMG after unsuccessfully trying to
deliver complex process solutions
using other platforms and systems.
PMG is a better alternative to large
scale platforms that require teams
of specialty developers and are
often expensive and time
consuming to implement. And it’s
far more robust than simplistic
low-code app development
alternatives that can’t handle
complex business processes or
scale for enterprise deployment.
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PMG is a game changer for providing basic IT services for the mass
market. It’s all about providing great value.

DUANE GUENARD
PROGRAM MANAGER FOR SERVICE MANAGEMENT, ANALOG DEVICES

The system is robust enough to address complex issues yet nimble
enough to allow us to be independent.

JON JENKINS
MANAGER IT & BUSINESS PROCESS AUTOMATION, KAUTEX TEXTRON

PMG successfully assisted us with automation of our process in an
effort to centralize filing proof of claims to improve employee
productivity.

MIKE CULPEPPER
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT/CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, 1ST FRANKLIN FINANCIAL

Humana is focused on innovation, and to do that, we’re looking outside the healthcare space
for successful business strategies we can own. Using PMG’s low-code platform, we cut our time
from customer application to enrollment in our level-funded premium offering from 12 days to
two days in just four weeks. By adopting automation, we’ve gained a distinct competitive
advantage.

HUMANA
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ABOUT TEAMDESK

TeamDesk online database
software empowers you with a
quick and efficient database
creation tool. It allows to build
unique databases from scratch
and customize each database to fit
your specific business needs. As a
result, you can store and organize
daily work information in an easily
accessible data source for your
team. TeamDesk customers are
businesses of all sizes that are
located all over the world. Large
companies, small businesses and
nonprofits can build online
databases according to their
unique structure and business
needs. TeamDesk provides an
unlimited data storage, unlimited
support and allows an unlimited
database complexity for no extra
costs.
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It's not just a cloud database. In the organization that I lead, TeamDesk has helped us to
automate a large part of our Business Intelligence processes, being able not only to store the
information that we manage internally and of our clients, but to integrate it with other cloud
systems and giving much more value to that information.

PATRICIO BUSTOS
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER - DIRECTOR, REGIONAL SERVICES, BELLTECH

I am not a programmer or software engineer, so I need a tool that is simple to
use with real capabilities. TeamDesk has given me the flexibility I need without
adding a extra level of complexity.

MARC-ANDRE LACAS
INNOVATION MANAGER, MARLUX FRANCE

[The] TeamDesk database is efficiently handling our job records, contacts,
team collaboration, invoicing, IT records and sales records. Its flexibility makes
me confident that it will cope with any new ideas we come up with.

LYNNE MANZO
OFFICE MANAGER, MACARTHUR VALUATIONS

TeamDesk is very simple but also incredibly flexible to meet our business
needs. We use the software to manage all business contract relationships,
company accounts and sales pipeline.

TOM HASSALL
MARKETING EXECUTIVE, MARQUIS BROADCAST
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ABOUT THINKWISE

Thinkwise is a Dutch software
company and a supplier of a
proprietary low-code software
development platform that realizes
smart enterprise software
conveniently and quickly. This
flexibly modifiable software is
always immediately available for
Windows, the web and mobile
applications and is guaranteed to
run on future technologies. Along
with the development of business
software Thinkwise also sells its
platform under license. Large
companies, Independent Software
Vendors and System Integrators
can realize their own
software-solutions with the
platform.
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The platform appealed to both our end users as well as our developers. Thinkwise quickly gave
us the confidence that we can realize all the software solutions we need using their low-code
platform. In addition, the speed of software development is extremely high, and the platform is
continuously being improved with new functionality and technology.

BEREND HUT
CORPORATE ICT MANAGER, ROYAL WAGENBORG

A low-code platform fundamentally changes the way IT developers work. It is noticeable that younger developers in
particular quickly achieve success with this approach, which increases their motivation. This makes us positive that this is
the right approach at the right time to design and develop an IT application that will take Kolbus years and decades
forward - supported by what we see as Thinkwise's very efficient and open service. It is clear time and again that there is a
clear commitment to Kolbus and to this project on the part of Thinkwise across all management levels.

PAUL ROHR
PROJECT MANAGER, KOLBUS

Thinkwise has a very robust back-end, with which in principle you can develop
complete ERP solutions. There are few other low-code platforms that can achieve this.
Furthermore, we can easily connect Thinkwise with our existing Java applications.

MARTIJN VAN DER MAAS
IT MANAGER, OMODA

I wholly subscribe to their ideas and vision about low-code. The entire software world is growing
in that direction. I have no programming knowledge myself, but even I have learned to work
with this low-code platform. As a business architect, I used Thinkwise to create applications by
myself faster than I could explain them to a programmer.

EDWIN SAAN
BUSINESS ARCHITECT, ROYAL SAAN
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ABOUT TRACKVIA

TrackViaⓇ, the leading low-code
application platform, helps
companies build workflow
applications that increase on-time
performance and reduce costs all
while improving quality. TrackVia
offers business leaders the most
efficient and cost-effective way to
build powerful, customized
applications that are business led
and IT approved. Companies like
Stearns Lending, Honeywell, and
Brinks rely on TrackVia to drive the
digital transformation of their
critical processes.
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The TrackVia platform is easy to use and the team has provided excellent
service in helping us build a custom, mobile native application. With TrackVia
we have vastly improved project visibility, reporting, and analysis.

RANDY BATCHELOR
OPERATIONS CONSULTANT, RP CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

TrackVia has improved the accuracy of our data. In the past it was a chore for
our coordinators to document issues in real time. Now, they can just open the
mobile app or website, check a few boxes and they are done.

MICHAEL FITE
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE ANALYST, LIFELINE OF OHIO

TrackVia ultimately gave us what we needed, how we needed it, and within the aggressive
timeframe that we had. To build an enterprise-grade, mobile business application within weeks
was very impressive. We simply could not find any other solution with the flexibility and power
of TrackVia.

DAVID H. MAGE
DESIGN MANAGER, CONSTRUCTION SANTÉ MONTRÉAL

TrackVia has helped us centralize and streamline key post-closing and credit
risk processes. The straightforward, drag and drop configuration allows for
quick customization and refinements without the need for IT or programming.

JOSH YAKLIN
VICE PRESIDENT OF RISK DATA AND ANALYTICS, STEARNS LENDING
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